Nashville, New York, Paris, and Nashville

William Edmondson, Mobilized and Unmoved

A major figure in the history of American art, William Edmondson was a prolific sculptor during the 1930s and 1940s. He began by making gravestones but quickly expanded his practice to include stand-alone works that he summoned from stone—angels, boxers, horses, church ladies, birds, and rams. In histories of folk art, Edmondson holds forefather status; he was “discovered” by white aficionados during an era in which self-taught art gained critical and curatorial attention. He is best known as the first black artist to have a solo show at the Museum of Modern Art in New York (MoMA): Sculpture by William Edmondson (1937).

Edmondson’s sculptures have been gifted, trafficked, and exchanged through an international art-world economy. In 1938 MoMA included one of his Mary and Martha pieces in...
its sprawling exhibition *Three Centuries of American Art* seen at the Jeu de Paume in Paris. Major pieces now reside in public collections around the United States, including the Smithsonian American Art Museum (see fig. 2), the Newark Museum, the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and the Art Institute of Chicago. Private collectors in Pasadena, Detroit, and Santa Fe have held works. A *Boxer* by Edmondson recently sold at auction for $785,000, the highest price ever paid in the market for American outsider art. Given Edmondson’s prominence, Romare Bearden and Harry Henderson devoted an entire chapter to him in their landmark textbook on African American artists. In it, they wrote: “Except for a trip to Memphis, he never left Nashville.” Elsewhere, the historian Bobby Lovett summarized the story this way: “Edmondson began his life on a former plantation in southwestern Davidson County, Tennessee, and ended it less than three miles away, in the city of Nashville.” Writers often repeat this plantation-to-plot trajectory in their accounts of Edmondson, its narrative interest turning on the contrast between the artist-at-home, entangled in the material conditions of race, class, region, and rock, and the far-reaching success of his work.

This contrast offers critical perspective on discussions of transnationalism and new materialisms in American art history. It reminds scholars to pay close attention to the motions of objects in narrating the circuits of the global art world. It also directs attention to how transnational forces coalesce in those objects—forces, in Edmondson’s case, that include both the artistic ideology of primitivism and the historical displacements and migrations of diaspora. Above all else, it focuses attention on the unevenness and inequities of global exchange. Who gets to move and who controls movement? These are not universally enjoyed privileges in art or commerce. Edmondson made things that moved. He himself did not. He “died at his home,” read his *New York Times* obituary; “buried in Mount Ararat Cemetery in Nashville,” wrote Bearden and Henderson. In a poem inspired by Edmondson’s life and work, Elizabeth Spires wrote as though in the artist’s voice, and in a way that subtly drew out the biblical referent behind the name of the cemetery where he was interred: the mountain where Noah’s ark finally landed—an appropriate resting site for an artist who made so many animals. “I died and went to Ararat,” Spires ventriloquized. “I’m here. I’m home.”

In what follows, I will consider the rhetorical insistence on Edmondson’s local immobility, especially what this trope has offered (and continues to offer) the mobility of his sculptures. This will, perforce, entail a discussion of primitivism: an antimodern form of modernist appropriation that suffuses Edmondson’s reception, permitting the traffic of his sculptures. Providing contrast to these objects-on-the-move, I will end by examining Edmondson’s gravestones. Unlike the works that have circulated from private homes and gardens, through galleries and to museums, Edmondson’s tombstones

---

remain in one place. In this way, they serve as handy material metaphors for the story of Edmondson’s “never leaving,” even as they provide an object lesson for thinking about this immobility otherwise. Still in situ, these monuments might allow art historians to review “immobility” as “endurance,” and “stuck” as “staying.” These monuments are models, I will argue, for how to reckon with the specificities of place—for how to understand any given spot within the always-global currents of art and its history.

Long before Bearden and Henderson formalized the central paradox and appeal of Edmondson’s life story, images of the sculptor sealed his narrative fate. When newspapers reported on the curiosity of a Southern black man honored by a one-man show at MoMA, if they ran any photograph at all it was Louise Dahl-Wolfe’s William Edmondson, Sculptor, Nashville (fig. 1). The portrait was a fitting choice. Its composition goes a long way to reinforce his biography, keeping the sculptor in place, while introducing busyness from outside. The line of the rooftop on the far right combines with the stone block at bottom left (inclined inward) and the plummeting roof of the porch line in the upper left quadrant (running vertically) to pin Edmondson in one spot at the center. Edmondson’s torso is erect and firmly rooted, the only plumb line in the picture. By contrast, the roof at the right, the inwardly intrusive plinth, and the plummeting porch all cut slight angles from the image’s cardinal axes, introducing subtle movement from the margins—in accordance with his life story. Edmondson sculpted in a workshop in his backyard but entertained visitors from all over the map, including Dahl-Wolfe (California-born, world traveling, and New York–based). Others came, too: the photographers Consuelo Kanaga and Edward Weston (from out of state); the painters Arnold and Lucille Blanch, Alexander Brook, and Doris Lee (all from New York); such members of the white Nashvillian cultural elite as Sidney Hirsch, Puryear Mims, and Alfred Starr; and black Nashvillians who lived nearby in the Edgehill neighborhood. To all these visitors, Edmondson sold works; sometimes he gave them away. Crucifixion (fig. 2), for example, was in the MoMA show in 1937; it went home with Dahl-Wolfe. She gave it to Elizabeth Gibbons, a fashion model and friend, who housed it in Los Angeles and later donated it to the Smithsonian.6 Dahl-Wolfe’s photographic portrait of Edmondson visually suggests all the to-and-fro motion of both his admirers and his works, and it enjoyed wide-ranging mobility of its own, carried via newsprint to homes.

and offices from Dodge City to Niagara Falls. For all the movement in and of the photograph, however, Edmondson is still hemmed in by it, arranged decisively against the domesticating backdrop of his workshop.

The portrait remains popular, frequently reproduced whenever Edmondson appears in print or museums. Yet, an alternative rhetorical history can be constructed, different from the one Dahl-Wolfe insinuates, a view that would permit stories of an artist-on-the-move. In 1937 the African American newspaper the *Pittsburgh Courier* reported that Edmondson was in New York when curators from MoMA approached him; they “induced” him to consent to the show. An oral history taken from one of Edmondson’s former employers seems to substantiate this account. In the early 1960s Gertrude Bosley Bowling Whitworth remembered: “I was in New York . . . and bought a New York paper and there was . . . a picture of Will Edmondson.” (She refers to the Dahl-Wolfe portrait discussed above.) “We went to the place where the show was . . . and there was Will, and he looked up and said ‘Oh God, there’s Ole Miss.’”

Why these anecdotes have never appeared in the Edmondson literature, stuffed so full of stories, should inspire suspicion. They are relatively easy to find. The article from the *Pittsburgh Courier* was saved in MoMA’s clipping scrapbooks, and the Whitworth remembrance was collected by the Cheekwood Museum of Art, Nashville, the biggest repository of Edmondson’s work and the most active originator of related scholarship. Even as the evidence seems stacked against the veracity of these accounts, it is telling that stories of Edmondson going North never appear; they don’t fit the narrative. Instead, circulation of Edmondson’s work required that the “Negro from Nashville” stay in Nashville: an “artist unmoved,” in the words of a local write-up in 1937. Edmondson had to stay local in order to go global; to remain a figure of the past to get a show at “the Modern”; to settle in one spot so that his works could leave.

These ironies are all well and ruefully remarked on in any history of cultural appropriation and primitivism, and there is no mistaking that it was precisely these racialized acts and ideas that served as the circulatory forces enabling Edmondson’s cosmopolitan success. They did so (at least) in triplicate. First, as a black artist, working in the medium of carved sculpture, Edmondson could be imaginatively annexed to the artistic traditions of West Africa, traditions that had proven ripe for the borrowings of Parisian modernists—including the transplanted Romanian Constantin Brancusi, an artist with whom Edmondson is often compared. Second, Edmondson’s process of carving works by hand from found natural materials tied him to the modernist direct carving movement, an approach that the interwar practitioner William Zorach called the “simplest,” “oldest,” and “most natural” way to make sculpture. Finally, as a self-taught artist, separated from the dominant art world by race, region, and class, Edmondson bore all the hallmarks of a folk artist, a so-called naïf.

These primitivist ideologies required submission from Edmondson, demanding deference to a web of preexisting social and material conditions—Africa, say; or limestone; or the simplicity and tradition of handicraft. In this, they are parallel in operation and effect to all those constructions of Edmondson as the “Negro from Nashville.” They are prescriptions, in other words, rather than descriptions; they impose demands on how to tell Edmondson’s story and fail to defer to the facts it offers. But what if the story of Edmondson’s lifelong locality were told differently? What if it reckoned with the facts that remain?

Edmondson’s limestone sculptures constitute an archive, enduring alongside the paper trail left by the mostly white writers of newspaper human-interest stories and popular-press art criticism. The pieces offer hints to art historians. They are records of Edmondson’s creative practice and also testaments to the material and geographic conditions within which he operated.
Working with stone blocks that friends and neighbors salvaged from local construction sites for him, Edmondson chose to carve “stingily,” as he put it, using chisels and sometimes sharpened railroad ties to remove only as much of the rock as was needed to evoke the spirit of the form. This process allows viewers to see both the shape of the original stone and its original purpose, perhaps a curbstone or building foundation. Since Edmondson did not smooth many of his chisel marks, he also left legible traces of his artistry: sites of manual struggle, evidence of creative negotiation, indexes of reckoning—and with local Tennessee limestone, no less. In this way, even while on the move from one collector to the next, Edmondson’s sculptures insistently betrayed their origins, carrying “home” with them wherever they went. Edmondson responded sensitively to the conditions of the limestone at his disposal. He deferred to facts, even as he carved imaginatively toward depths; he keenly perceived the close-at-hand, all the better to survey a broader horizon—marked so often in his imagination by flight (his many angels and mourning doves). In these habits of making, Edmondson performed what the scholar John Davis has recommended to historians of American art: “thorough and grounded immersion in a particular place,” so as to achieve, ironically, a “more nuanced study of transnational . . . mobility.” A “site-ontology approach” is what geographers call it: careful attention to one place and the many, varied, long-moving, and wide-ranging forces that have combined to produce it—accruing and crystallizing like so much limestone.

What about those of Edmondson’s objects that never left Nashville, the things that stayed behind? In a handful of the city’s black cemeteries, more than a dozen burial sites are still marked by Edmondson’s tombstones. The only things that remain are the markers; figural embellishments were removed, either for sale or preservation, long ago. The traces of these removals are often apparent; in one case, a hole marks the spot where an ornament once fit—probably a mourning dove (fig. 3). But the headstones still stand, and in their forms we can occasionally glimpse the silhouettes of Edmondson’s most prized works. They are “terminal commodities” in the sense
used by Arjun Appadurai: things taken out of exchange thanks to “a specific ritual biography,” in this case, burial.17 Usefully, Appadurai’s discussion draws attention to how the object withdrawn from circulation is not suddenly passive with this change of status; it is not emptied of human agency. This is true of Edmondson’s monuments. For these, remaining in one place is an action, not an inaction—the result of work applied, decisions made.

These locally enduring pieces offer a wealth of important historiographic information.18 They bear death dates spanning from 1935 to 1946, ranging from the start of Edmondson’s artistic activity until well after the MoMA show and the flurry of national attention to which it gave rise. The death dates also reveal how many of the remembered were Edmondson’s contemporaries. Their parents had been enslaved, but they were born after emancipation: Jennie White, born in 1885; Lizzie Stokes, born in 1887; another born as early as 1874; another in 1890. Like Edmondson, they were part of that generation who grew up during the critical period between Reconstruction’s end and its white supremacist comeuppance. Some stones commemorate lives cut short. Henry Armstrong died at age thirty-one in 1944. His mother, Lettie, lived just around the corner from Edmondson, suggesting a geography of patronage traversable entirely on foot.

Paradoxically, however, careful attention to the materiality of Edmondson’s local monuments also permits views of transnationalism and diaspora. One headstone in particular points that way. Seen in one of Weston’s photographs, a memorial made of a pair of angled bones indexes a global range of cultural origins (fig. 4). Its smooth and sinuous forms (unusual in Edmondson’s oeuvre) recall a set of African American grave markers in Sunbury, Georgia, made by Cyrus (sometimes Siras) Bowens (fig. 5). These carved wooden forms appeared in a 1940 volume of New Deal ethnography, Drums and Shadows, which is chiefly how they remain visible to history now.19 The art historian Maude Southwell Wahlman has more recently made the case that the incorporation of “crooked trees and twisted roots” in Bowens’s work “relat[es] to
signs of Funza, the Kongo spirit.”20 The organic, nonobjective look that characterizes Edmondson’s upward-thrusting forms would also feel at home in another transatlantic current: one triangulating Africa and the American South by way of Paris. That city’s penchant for modernist experimentation was well known in Nashville. Edmondson’s patrons Sidney Hirsch and Alfred Starr had circulated there among the likes of Gertrude and Leo Stein (Hirsch in particular, who developed a later correspondence with Leo’s bohemian lover, Eugénie “Nina” Auzias),21 and there is evidence that Hirsch, at least, enjoyed talking with Edmondson on topics of art and its history, disseminating transatlantic salon modernism through the medium of friendship. Edmondson visited Hirsch frequently, walking up the short hill that separated their homes.

Edmondson’s bone monument demonstrates that global networks always converge differently at specific locales. It also dispels any sense that transnationalism has any backwaters; every spot, instead, is a real and concrete center. (Look again at Edmondson in the Dahl-Wolfe portrait, his body, at center, defining the field.) The geographic model of the “network,” then, might be a more apt tool than the map when it comes to locating Edmondson’s memorials. “Instead of having to choose between the local and the global view,” Bruno Latour writes, “the notion of network allows us to think of a global entity—a highly connected one—which nevertheless remains continuously local.”22

The gravestones mark one such place, a here and a there simultaneously (so fitting for funerary markers). In view of these stones, the trope of “never leaving” transforms into a “politics of staying”—a model of endurance (I borrow the phrase from the artist Theaster Gates) for how to refold the map of transnationalism and find the world at home.23
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